
UNFATHOMABLE SENIOR 
Chapter 12 

Matt flew above them as he didn’t really want to move along with the strange men, and 
sighted to himself as he looked down on them just running in one direction. He was 
stuck in this world, everything seemed so surreal, he didn’t know if he was in some 
other world, or if he was comatose and stuck in a game world. The people looked real 
enough and he couldn’t see any lag or the sort of thing, though the game-like interface 
plus the appraisal skill made him see numbers, names and cultivation bases of the 
people that he was looking at. 

Cheng Yun, Human, Qi Condensation 2nd level 

*Hm, that’s quite low or is that high for that age?* 

The youth looked between 15 and 16 years of age, he was a bit on the thinner side but 
it was lean muscle. He probably had a hard life, the clothes all of these men were 
wearing weren’t too extravagant. It was all plain clothes, brown colors it was more 
functional but looked a bit shabby compared to his own white robe.  

*Well, looks like with those guys speed it’s going to take a bit longer till we get to that 
village of theirs, they said I could have any house they had, heh wonder if the town chief 
or is it mayor will give me his if I wanted to, he probably will judging by the strength of 
these hunters and how they look at me. Well I guess I’ll look at my points, should have 
gained a few now…* 

Name : Zhang Dong 

Affiliation : Zhang Clan 

Spirit Points :  8084 

Cultivation Base Qi : Core Formation [Early Stage 0%] (Lightning Core) 

Cultivation Base 

Body : 
Foundation Establishment [Middle Stage 0%] (Silver Body) 

Techniques : 
Lightning Qi cultivation art, Silver Body Arts, Thunderlight Sword, Thunder 

Movement Art… 

Dao :  Dao of Heavenly Lightning , Dao of Smithing and Crafting 

Other :  Senior Aura 

https://novelbin.net/n/unfathomable-senior-nov1691428926


*Hey, almost got all my spent points back, not bad should I stock up on them or go buy 
some stuff? Well, no need to rush guess I should check out my skills a bit more, I really 
could use some range attacks though, Maybe some spear throwing lightning attack? 
But first, what’s this Dao thing…* 

He tapped the Dao of Heavenly Lightning and looked at the explanation. 

Dao of Heavenly LightningThe Dao is the way that every cultivator strives for, you have 

chosen the way of the heavens, the Heavens are the beginning and lightning is the end. By 

cultivating this dao the user gains bonuses to all lightning-related skills as well as a 30% 

discount in the store. 

*Oh that’s good to know, makes it easier to specialize if I stick to lightning stuff. I recon 
the other Dao will give me a discount to crafting skills? Hm… I guess it would be best to 
get these Dao abilities and then get the responding skills, but I bet those cost a lot… 

Being curious he decided to look up the Dao skills and he could even order them from 
the cheapest to the most costly one. 

Dao of 

Gourmet 

30000000 Spirit 

Points 

You dedicate your life to food, there is nothing your taste buds won’t be 

able to taste if you go on the path of a foodie! 

Dao of Tea 
32500000 Spirit 

Points 

Making tea is an extremely meticulous and labor-intensive procedure, you 

dedicate your life to it gain bonuses from brewing tea! 

Dao of 

Painting 

33000000 Spirit 

Points 

Painting is an art in itself, create new worlds inside your paintings if you 

peruse this dao! 

* 30 million? … Tea?… Gourmet … why would you even want that… are there battle 
skills related to tea making and eating food?* 

His eyes bulged out as he looked at the prices of some of those Daos that looks a bit 
useless for him… unless he wanted to make a restaurant. Or some tea shop with nice 
paintings hanging on the walls that would give of a nice atmosphere. Guess there are or 
sorts of those, he was mostly interested in the battle ones but after looking at the prices 
he gave up on getting any at the moment, he would probably need to kill like a million of 
those trash mobs to even have enough spirit stones to get one, guess the prices were 
so high due to the skill discounts, he was glad that he had two already… 

*Think I’ll stick to the lightning-related skills… hope I won’t find anything with lightning 
resistance here. Guess I’ll just use the Jojo secret technique if that happens.* 

(For people that don’t know what that is, google will answer all your questions) 

He fiddled around his status screen some more and found out that he could spend his 
spirit points to further his cultivation, but he also knew of normal ways other people did it 



in this world that would work, he did have the core formation manual for it so he could 
cultivate it without the help, guess he could save that option if he was in need of a 
power-up. Should I get a lightning bolt spell then? Chugging lightning bolts at people 
was a cool thing, he could just hang out in the back and pelt them into nice fried 
corpses.  

Lightning Javelin 

(Earth mid grade) 
11500(8050) 

Throw a javelin made of elemental lightning at your enemy, power of 

the skill is dependent on cultivation base and other stats. 

Lightning Bow (Earth 

high grade) 
15000(10500) 

Form a bow of lightning and fire of arrows formed from your Qi, 

power of the skill is dependent on cultivation base and other stats. 

Thunder Strike 

(Earth low grade) 
8000(5600) 

Summon a lightning bolt from the sky to strike down your enemies, 

power of the skill is dependent on cultivation base and other stats.  

*The Thunderstrike sounds kind of meh, how would I even aim that, the bow one 
sounds nice but I never used one before, plus I don’t really have the points, the Javelin 
looks nice too… and with the discount I will just have enough points, should I get it or 
not, maybe I should have farmed more of those beasts back there…* 

He furrowed his brows but finally selected the new skill, he really needed some range 
attacks and not like anyone around here would have any skill manuals he could learn, 
could he even read those if he wanted to? He felt a buzzing sensation in his head and 
felt a little migraine as the skill information rushed in. After it subsided he started closing 
his hand and Qi gathered around his fist, it looked similar to his other sword technique 
but the light was equal in length on both sides, the lightning javelin was about 2 meters 
in length. He looked at it, waving it around before chucking into a faraway tree looking at 
it collide with it and obligating it to pieces while scaring the poor hunter tribe members 
as they heard a loud boom in the distance. 

“Oops sorry about that, nice penetrating power though.” 

He got back into his sword flying pose and looked as they sky started becoming red, the 
sun or the star that this world had was going down in the horizon, the sight was quite 
captivating as the many moons in the sky added to the whole spectacle. 

“I’m really far away from home, aren’t I? Hope mom and dad are doing okay…” 

He got a bit sad as even though he was a loner he still had a family back home, he 
didn’t talk to them much and lived alone but they were still his parents. He wondered if 
they would miss him much after they found out that he was gone or not, but he soon 
tossed his worries to the back of his head as he saw a village in the distance, they had 
finally arrived at the Tribe settlement.  



Went back and changed the points he gained vs the bigger mob bunny as it felt a bit too 
low. Worked out some numbers and this seems a bit better now. Sorry for the 
inconsistencies.  


